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ABSTRACT
Five Nights of Pan: An Approach for Utilizing Virtual Reality as an
Avenue for Immersive Spatial Musical Experiences
by
Zachary T. Dorsett
Advisor: Prof. Ethan Hein
Submitted in Partial Fulfillment of the Requirements for
the Degree of Master of Science (Integrated Digital Media)
January 2017
The influx of virtual worlds accompanying the rise in virtual reality
technology is limited not only to visual recreations; it also prompts questions of
how this new medium can affect sound and provide new forms of audial
experiences. Without the restrictions of the physical world, VR provides an
avenue for sonic creation that moves past stereo and surround sound, potentially
crafting a fully functional audiovisual installation in the digital realm - one in which
audiences can experience the sensation of “being there” through the stimulation
of “doing there” and bestowing a sense of agency over the music. Musicians
without the reach, space, or resources for physical installations may have a new
path of distribution for their experimental efforts, one that should naturally exist in
a time during which the proliferation of access to tracks across locations and
genres is increasing rapidly. Developed through Unity for the HTC Vive, Five
Nights of Pan is a digital audiovisual installation that aims to explore these
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possibilities by crafting a functional digital world in virtual reality that grants users
the agency to explore an experimental composition through movement, action,
and sonic affectation.
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Introduction
Physical limitations have often governed the potential for musical
experiences - be it a dingy club five nights deep into a tour for the common
traveling musician, the common two speaker setup that their average fan
possesses, or, worse yet, the output capability of a MacBook speaker.
Impediments hold back the potential for musicians both to craft experimental
listening experiences and to then push them out into the hands of their
consumers. There is the dream of the audiovisual installation, but it comes with
such short reach - due to its dependency on location - and a difficulty of
organizing personnel and accumulating monetary resources that could dissuade
most musicians in what should be the booming age of creation due to the everexpanding accessibility of tracks due to sites such as SoundCloud, Bandcamp,
and Spotify.
This thesis aims to find new potential for accessible experimental musical
experiences through the burgeoning technology behind virtual reality. Fully,
through a digital installation, this research aims to explore the audial and
experiential possibilities of spatial listening in a virtual reality environment that
brings new potential by allowing musicians and artists to craft dense, immersive
experiences for their audiences in a manner that was previously unattainable.

Edison, Recording, and Evolving Sounds
When Edison revealed the phonograph in 1877, recorded sound was
played back for the first time and audiences were fascinated. Time went on, and
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soon Edison was touring the country with his Diamond Disc recordings,
performing recitals as part of his tone tests. Anna Case and others performed live
in front of audiences and, when the lights were lowered, would disappear from
the stage, leaving only their Diamond Disc recording to play. When the lights
would rise, audiences were supposedly astonished at the reveal, having believed
wholeheartedly that the sound they heard was that of a live performance.
(Cornell, “Is it Live or is it Edison?”) It is an impossible thought today, to fool
someone with a disc or other recording, but it shows how far we have come since
the early days. Contrastingly, as the quality of recording improved, the less
possible such duping became, for there was one other factor that changed as
well: our ability to listen.
Edison’s audiences were surprised because their ears deceived them
while their eyes had no say. Having never heard sound separated from its live
component before, they were incapable of differentiating between the two. But,
this changed and soon audiences would never confuse the two. In fact, recorded
music is not even attempting to produce such deceit, aiming instead for a new,
encompassing listening experience. “The sound of reality comes at you all at
once, but records organize the sounds into something more ideal,” writes Greg
Milner in his book Perfecting Sound Forever, when describing his experience
listening to the best sound system he had ever heard. “What came out of the
speakers was an ideal world. This was the way life could sound.” (11) Knowing
the difference between how life “could” and does sound, one would never
mistake a band’s live concert album for the legitimate experience.
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But to the ears that did not have an “ingrained awareness of recorded
music,” as Milner discusses, such trickery was possible. (Milner, 12) Our world is
amplified and the majority of our musical consumption comes from recorded
music, so it is only natural that, to us, this would seem impossible. But Edison
saw his accomplishments then and looked ahead towards perfecting them in the
future. It was his thought that he could fully replicate the live experience with
absolute perfection.
Then, why are we not there today? It could be that there is no desire for
such a thing, as the sounds of a live show come with the sights of a live show,
plus the various elements that connect with the other three senses. Or, maybe it
is a possibility that would never succeed to our evolutionarily trained ears.
In the seventies, the first fully digital synthesizer, The Synclavier, was
developed. It is memorable due to its historical achievement, as well as what it
could not achieve. The Synclavier’s hardware designer, Sydney Alonso, and
others were attempting to produce a tool of replication, one that could inch ever
closer to a false reality of sound, and focus on many instruments, including the
violin. As Milner notes, Alonso grew near to his goal before it struck him and he
exclaimed, “Jesus, this doesn’t sound anything like a violin!” (Milner, 19) What
had seemed promising lost all of its potential upon closing in on its goal, a fact
that Alonso attributed to our minds’ tendencies to “process the first few
milliseconds of a sound, and then relax after that.” (Milner, 19) This could be
drawn to our fight-flight response, as our skill to interpret the sounds of predators
is a byproduct of evolution and is now applicable to our interpretation of music.
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What once was quickly categorized as the sound of a violin is no longer
representative of it due to the mind’s further analysis and determination of the
subtle nuances. Thus, the pursuit of such replicated perfection can be seen, in
many ways, as a futile goal, and that the progression of musical creation required
pivoting in the direction towards sounds unknown.
As our instruments and recording processes evolved, the proportions of
distributed genres have changed. Time has led to an overwhelming array of new
genres, encompassing a range of many musicians to nearly none at all, but, at
the most general level, there has been a clear and steady rise in the genre of
electronic music.
This could be seen as a means to an end, as electronic music fuels the
club world and has seeped into pop music for its incentivization of dancing. But,
perhaps more likely is that it has never been easier to create such music. Steve
Jobs, when releasing the first version of Garageband in 2004, said that “one half
of U.S. households have at least one person who currently plays a music
instrument.” (Tavana, “Democracy of Sound”) If so, then that number has likely
substantially increased when considering the use of Garageband and other
DAWs (Digital Audio Workstations). Every MacBook and iPhone come
preinstalled with the program, one of the simplest recording programs to date
that is capable of being used at increasingly younger ages. Kids toying with a
relative’s iPhone now have access to its simplistic sampler, in which they can
record their own gibberish and craft a composition. (see Figure 1) Past the entry
level, programs such as Audacity, Ableton Live, FL Studio, Pro Tools, and Logic
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all serve the same purpose to a grander degree while remaining moderately
accessible. It has become the norm that, while they may not be performers, the
average citizen has created some form of music in their lifetime.
It is difficult to dismiss the overwhelming benefits of such ease of access.
For, if the talent exists, it now has a chance to reveal itself with less hindrance of
location and connection. And, as this circumstance continues to evolve, it is only
natural that synthetic music would rise as well. Analog instruments come with a
heavier price tag, and a heavier load for a touring musician. Guitars, drums,
amps, and more fill the touring van while it is possible now for you or your
neighbor to walk on stage with a laptop, plug into a PA, and perform an entire
concert. This is not to suggest it is desired; rather, it is becoming ubiquitously
possible.
These types of concerts are not only possible but pervasive. As smaller
clubs maintain their place, so come the smaller acts that tour with their minimal
setup, and questions quickly arise. What does it mean to be “live” if all aspects of
a performance exist prerecorded on your laptop? What is the purpose of viewing
a musician who is not in an instance of creation? What does it say about the
experience when the musician could have clicked “play” and begun playing
Solitaire?
It sounds silly, but it can happen. As an example, the artist Noah Lennox,
known as Panda Bear, is lauded for his experimental techniques but is in some
ways indistinguishable from the average electronic musician onstage. At the
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2015 Pitchfork Music Festival, Noah Lennox, behind his modular synthesizer,
was essentially absent, as his performance and stage setup lended to the
audience’s eyes no chance to observe his technique. (“Panda Bear Crosswords”) This is no specific critique of his style, but of a greater problem that
live performance is losing its very sense of just that, “live performance”.
In many ways, this problem has been obscured by visual elements and
the rise of the VJ, or video jockey. However, before addressing that, let us
examine what it is that drives audiences to music at its very core.

Emotional Responses to Music
Patrik Juslin and Daniel Västfjäll, two researchers, analyzed music’s
elicitation of emotion, arguing that previous research was often failing because it
failed to address the underlying mechanisms by which music accomplished its
elicitation. In their study entitled Emotional Responses to Music, they reveal how
they developed a model of seven methods by which music elicits emotion. Six of
them were new and of their own creation, while one, the Rhythmic Entrainment,
was already present. That one refers to the internal rhythm of the listener, such
as heart rate, becoming influenced by the power of the external rhythm. The
bodily rhythm spreads to other emotions, often increasing arousal.
This new model, known as the BRECVEM model, consisted of the
following six additional mechanisms. The first, Brain Stem Reflex, refers to the
induction of emotion that is caused by a characteristic of the music that signals
potentially urgent and important events to the brain stem. These are reflective of
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the fight-or-flight response that our ability to hear originally evolved from. Seen
across evolution, species’ sense of hearing developed in order to better hear
predators, so that they may react quickly enough to prevent harm. For humans,
this effect is often felt by sounds that are loud, dissonant, sudden, or of fast
temporal patterns. (Juslin, 564)
Second is Rhythmic Entrainment, as discussed above, and third is
Evaluative Conditioning, which refers to the training of the mind to understand a
certain emotion from a certain piece of music. When it is paired repeatedly with
positive or negative stimuli, the music begins to reproduce the same emotional
response despite the absence of the stimuli. A piece of music that one bonded
over with a friend may serve to bring up those feelings once again. (Juslin, 564)
Fourth is Emotional Contagion, a process wherein we mimic the
expression of the music internally. It is where the emotion expressed by the
music is the emotion felt by the listener, like when listening to a sad song
produces feelings of sadness. Similar understandings come from the research of
facial expressions, wherein people will often spontaneously utilize the same
facial muscles when presented with others who express certain emotions in their
visage. This would be the process of choosing a piece in order to choose your
emotional response. (Juslin, 565)
The fifth mechanism is Visual Imagery, wherein a listener conjurers up
visual images in their mind while listening to music. This imagery, in turn, elicits
an emotion. If they were to imagine a peaceful field, then emotions of serenity
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would likely follow. This type of response occurs most often when the listener
chooses to set aside all things in order to focus on listening to the music. (Juslin,
566)
Sixth is Episodic Memory. It is similar to Evaluative Conditioning, in that it
evokes certain emotions that may have been trained, but it is more focused on
specific memories. It is often explained as the type of song that couples imagine
as “their song”. When the music is able to evoke specific memories, it is capable
of reproducing the emotion of that time, with the added possibility of newfound
reflection. While it may result in happiness, should we examine the couple’s
song, it could then turn to sadness in the event of a disintegrated relationship. It
is in that way that it differs from Evaluative Conditioning. (Juslin, 567)
The seventh and final mechanism is Musical Expectancy. This aspect
plays on a listener’s expectations, often in terms of the continuation of the music.
If a certain chord progression is started, it will surprise the listener when it
deviates halfway through. It’s a violation of the syntactical relationships we learn
to expect. Herein lies a strong connection to music theory, in that the
understanding of expected responses to certain speeds, tones, or harmonies
allows for greater control, in that a musician may delineate on purpose in order to
cause uneasiness in the listener, or perhaps to jolt them enough such that the
music becomes more memorable. This brought up thoughts about water torture.
Its effectiveness lies specifically in this realm of Musical Expectancy, just to a
harsh extent. When the dropping of the water is irregular, our minds try to find
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rhythm. But in that situation, when it proves impossible, it can drive us mad.
(Juslin, 568)
Juslin and Västfjäll, in their concluding remarks, make a tremendously
important note in its relation to this topic. They remark that music is indeed
special, but perhaps the mechanisms that underlie it and that produce much of
the feelings associated with it are, in fact, not. The outcome that we all
experience remains exceptional, but it is not until we ignore that finality that we
may better understand how such a feeling is produced. They quote William
Provine, a psychologist, who noted “We may think more clearly about music
when we make it less special.” (Juslin, 611)
So, if we stop looking at music as special, then what shall we find special
about live performances, especially those of the current age? Well, as mentioned
previously, much of what has filled this lacking of analog or visual instrumentation
has been the utilization of other visual elements, leading to the rise of the VJ.

The Live Experience
Often, a highly discussed aspect of an electronic dance music show is
how bewildering the visual and lights show was. Festivals such as Electric Daisy
Carnival, Ultra Music Festival, and Tomorrowland are built upon this premise of
spectacle. Their stages are equipped with an absurd number of lights that
essentially obscure the existence of the musician at all. To consider BRECVEM,
audiences are treated to another’s Visual Imagery, while dancing through the
Rhythmic Entrainment and reacting instinctively from their Brain Stem Reflex that
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is triggered by the enormous amplitude of sound. To these audiences, does the
musician’s ability then and there even matter?
That may be an unanswerable question; however, one can examine the
lure of the VJ and visual demonstration. The current decade has seen an influx of
rising talent in the field, much in the same way that the world of music has grown,
with clear correlation. As recognition of artists outside the Top 40 format grows,
so too does the audience, leading to increased profitability of tours for midrange
musicians. Ultra Music Festival, as a large-scale example, increased its
attendance by a stunning 750% between the years of 2005 and 2014, and was
responsible for nearly $200 million of generated revenue in the latter year.
(Lawrence, “With Ultra Music Festival Two Weeks Away”) There is a large sum of
money floating around the music world, but it is still one that has to be earned by
convincing audiences of your worth - a task that often requires persuasion of the
quality of the live show. (See Figure 2) A shining example of this would be the
efforts of Steven Ellison, better known by his stage name Flying Lotus (FlyLo).
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Figure 1. Ultra Music Festival

For his tour following the release of 2014’s You’re Dead, FlyLo took to the
road with a new creation called Layer3. It was a three-dimensional hypercube, in
the middle of which would be him, running his show behind a curtain. (See Figure
3) It ultimately produced three layers of visuals: the front canvas, the middle
musician, and the rear background. It was an entrancing spectacle that took
more than a slight bit of effort to craft.
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Figure 2. Flying Lotus’ Layer3

FlyLo himself did not create it, instead enlisting the aid of respected VJs
Timeboy and Strangeloop, also known as John King and David Wexler,
respectively. The two of them, having been inspired by the work of Amon Tobin
and his live performances of ISAM that included mesmerizing projection
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mapping, set to working with the possibilities of space and depth perception.
Wexler described it, saying that, due to its duality of projection, “you can get a
certain amount of three-dimensionality because we have a foreground projection,
Flying Lotus performing in the mid-ground, and a background projection.”
(Saeed, “Step Inside”) Having developed the physical cube, the two set to
crafting virtual 3D animations that were then ported to create this sensation of
realistic 3D visuals.
When in use, it can seem mystical, clouding FlyLo entirely for long
stretches of time with psychedelic, vibrant visuals before revealing the artist
behind the sounds, reminding the audience of who controls their environment.
This illusion of agency was central to their decisions, as Wexler noted: “From the
beginning of Layer 3, we wanted the show to feel like all the imagery was
emanating from FlyLo’s movement and performance and energy, and that the
visuals wouldn’t just be a big spectacle that was behind the musician, but
something that he was embedded in.” (Saeed)
Following this method of thought, if the artist is “embedded in” their
spectacle, then so too should be the audience. There’s a clouded notion of
audience-performer interaction, as perhaps it is the illusion that there is a type of
dialogue between the two that is actually tied to the visual output, rather than the
typical production that is meant to entrance viewers solely through visual appeal.
Layer3 acts as a spectacle, one that breathes new life into a practice that
is essentially required for a touring musician’s live performance in the current
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market. For some, it may be well needed. But to look at the plethora of concert
experiences that exist and are lauded for visual effects that are not novel, but
extraordinary, we see that it grows each year. Like the minimal improvement of a
fireworks display, audiences desire the same thing, but still marvel at its use. So,
then, there is likely a reason behind this, something to explore rather than
dismiss. VJs have made their living creating something to entrance the eyes
while the ears remain open, a profession that rings reminiscently of the ones
surrounding filmmaking.

Audio’s Inherent Visual Connection
Film and audio are often compared or linked together in discussion. In a
sense, they exist inherently with the other. Film, or simply video, is incapable of
being separated from some form of audio, or lack thereof, as such a thing is
determined by the observer or the audience, and the same can be said of the
reverse when observing audio. There exists the work of art, but it is contained in
some fashion that is then observed or heard by an outsider. What limitations,
then, are placed because of this containment?
Michel Chion, in his book Audio-Vision: Sound on Screen, questions,
“Why in the cinema do we speak of ‘the image’ in the singular/when a film has
thousands of them?” He answers his question, “The reason is that even if there
were millions, there would still be only one container for them, the frame. What
‘the image’ designates in the cinema is not content but container: the frame.”
(Chion, 66)
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Chion, here, makes a thought-provoking point, but stumbles when
considering its relation to audio. He claims that there is no such container for
sounds, that there is “nothing analogous to this visual container of the images
that is the frame.” (Chion, 68) Perhaps his point is valid when observing sound at
its utmost extent, past traditional recorded audio. However, he does not make
this distinction between this and live music. As film is made of images with color
palettes, resolutions, graphics, and various other elements, so too can one
observe the aspects of sound. Music, in turn, is also held by “not content but
container”, with the frame of this situation being that of the speaker system or
setup through which it is heard by the listener.
Naturally, such a notion sheds light on a restriction. Recorded music has
and likely always will survive in its current format, but, to the inventive eye, the
possibilities beyond the wall remain ever intriguing. What may be accomplished
lies in what technology is available and what new methods may be derived from
it. As such, let us examine the developing tools of virtual reality, a potential new
avenue for music, and the effect it has on its users.

Virtual Reality and the Pursuit of Immersion
Maria Sanchez-Vives and Mel Slater, in their extensive research study
entitled From Presence to Consciousness through Virtual Reality, aim to identify
the essential aspects of virtual environment creation to produce total immersion,
discovering what detracts from such experiences.
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First, they seek to define the concept of presence, establishing that the
“common view is that presence is the sense of being in a VE [Virtual
Environment] rather than the place in which the participant’s body is actually
located.” Moving further, however, they suggest that the “sense of ‘being there’ in
a VE is grounded on the ability to ‘do’ there.” (Sanchez-Vives, 333) Their
reasoning seems sound, in that we are convinced of our belonging to a space by
our ability to manipulate its malleable elements. Or, perhaps it is simply the ability
to traverse such a space that is required. In such a manner, the mere experience
of being in a Virtual Reality environment and being able to turn and twist one’s
head in an effort to observe all that is around them may achieve close to this
level of desire.
It is a more important aspect than visual realism, as it is noted in their
paper that “the evidence so far does not support the contention that visual
realism is an important contributory factor to presence.” (Sanchez-Vives, 333)
This both negates the necessity for extreme refinement of visual elements and
allows for the abstraction of them. Sound was naturally an important factor, as
one study “showed that spatialized sound was associated with higher reported
presence than either no sound or non-spatialized sound.” (Sanchez-Vives, 334)
The evidence of Sanchez-Vives’ work suggests grand possibilities for VR
but, while the assumptions made may be true, this project does not aim to prove
them all. Rather, the notion that VR has such potential lends credence to this
project’s cause and serves as reasoning behind its direction.
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While there may exist a wide array of artists working in the VR field, such
as the prominent Chris Milk, the ones who are truly important to this project have
greater relation to music and its industry. In addition, a distinction should be
made between Virtual Reality and 360 video. The former is the creation of an
entirely new environment, one in which the user has agency, while the latter is, in
many ways, a trick of editing, in which the user has little to no agency past head
movement and is essentially a panoramic shot to be observed from a multitude of
angles. This distinction is essential, considering once again the point that
Sanchez-Vives made concerning immersion and the necessity of user or viewer
action.
One such 360 video is that of Peter Martin, from VR Studio Wevr, who
directed the music video for the group Run The Jewels and their song “Crown”.
(See Figure 4) What was most striking about the video was how it presented
different perspectives of a loose narrative, based on where your eyes were
pointed. There are four sections, one for each direction, where you would often
see the same one or two actors, but there would be something different about
each one. In one memorable scene, we observe a character holding a gun as if
he has just received it. He seems concerned and confused. Then, upon turning
to the right, we see this same character, though now the gun is held firmly, in the
ready position, pointed directly at us, the viewers. (“Run the Jewels - Crown”)
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Figure 3. Run the Jewels “Crown” music video

One might miss that, or turn their head in a different direction and observe
something else of equal power. What drives the feeling of immersion in a
situation such as this is the possibility of multiple experiences. One could watch
the video, start to finish, multiple times and have a unique viewing each time.
This increased probability of novelty seems directly applicable to what can
happen at a live concert, as the space, sound, and other audience members
provide an experience that will never exist in the exact manner for which you may
prepare yourself.
In the fashion that we may examine VR immersion, let us do so for spatial
listening experiences, and specifically one that has been exceedingly influential
to Five Nights of Pan. The live setting of a musical performance typically allows
for stereo sound, emitting left and right channels from the front of the stage such
that your listening experience is altered sonically by moving along the plane on
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an x-axis, and by amplitude along the y-axis. In the spatial experience, sonic
change should occur along both axes, with potential for use of a third. Movement
in the space thus becomes an exceedingly important factor in the interpretation
of the composition and could inspire movement or this ability to “do there”, as
stated by Sanchez-Vives.

Zaireeka
The intent to inspire interaction is part of what led to the creation of the
supreme influence behind this project, the experimental album Zaireeka by the
Flaming Lips. Wayne Coyne, the band’s frontman, alongside Steven Drozd, the
band’s lead instrumentalist, conceptualized and produced the album during the
years of 1996 and 1997. What lands this album its experimental descriptor is that
it is a composition compiled onto 4 separate CDs, which are all to be played
simultaneously from separate speaker systems that are pointed at the listener
from different directions. (See Figure 5) It serves as a do-it-yourself sort of inhome audio installation.
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Figure 4. Zaireeka CD booklet

As is likely apparent, but is made quick note of in Mark Richardson’s short
book of the same name, Zaireeka is “designed to be inconvenient.” (Richardson,
8) It is structured in opposition to the quick consumerism lifestyle that only grew
greater following its release. It is a contract, one signed in time and effort upon
agreeing to listen. It is unstable, often impossible to set up considering the
available equipment and sets of hands in an average home. Once set up, even,
the likelihood of aligned quality of speakers, or exact playback speed of CD
player, is never to a point of assured reproduction. It will often sound wrong, but it
was designed with exactly that in mind, to be inherently imperfect. It is in this way
that the album “shines a light on the difference between live performances and
records.” (Richardson, 10) At any point, the concert could fall to pieces, or at
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least suffer a hiccup or two, and, as Richardson duly notes, these things “don’t
happen often, [but] as a listener, somewhere in the back of your mind you are
aware of the possibility. This is what gives live theater its charge, and also
explains why videotaped plays are so often dull. Being in the moment with the
performers, that place where something could go wrong, heightens the intensity
for everyone involved.” (Richardson, 10)
Imperfection was brought to recorded music, and, through imperfection, so
too came probability and randomness. It’s postmodern, in a way, to recognize the
lacking possibility of novel ideas, but that the chance of novel experiences
remains open. Each sit-down with Zaireeka has a grand chance, if not an
assured one, to be different from the previous or the next. This is perhaps its
greatest quality, in that it was a protest album that protested albums, pre-written
experiences, and quick consumerism. This, too, comes years before the birth of
Napster and the iTunes store, when the tides against their protest would truly
rise. Though, intriguingly enough, that rise led to consumption of songs absent of
their CD form. As Richardson put it, the “younger generation is comfortable
experiencing music on a track-by-track basis; the ‘shuffle’ means that
randomness is a virtue.” (Richardson, 22) It is likely that novelty has actually
become even more desired by consumers.
The production was not absent of research, as Coyne and Drozd started
their path with a performance art piece known as the Parking Lot Experiments.
After joking about the idea of playing a show in a covered parking garage, Coyne
and Drozd began to see the space in a different light for a different purpose, one
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far more abstract than their previous efforts and one concerned with the
utilization of atmosphere. Coyne said, “We thought, ‘If you stand in this
atmosphere and hear this music, it’ll have a different impact on you than if you’re
at some party...That atmosphere did influence us, because there was a whole lot
of strange existential fear throughout the whole thing.” (Richardson, 49)
The first large-scale Parking Lot Experiment was in Oklahoma City, in
1996. (See Figure 6) Participants were invited to come with their cars and park in
a designated space where they were given a specific tape, one of somewhere
between 50 and 60. They were instructed to start the tapes at the same time, a
task that would inevitably result in mistakes, and the reactions were mixed. Some
dismissed it as boring, but Coyne was not discouraged, because in “some music
freaks, I saw that glint of something, where it was like ‘Ah!’ We had a different
experience, where we weren’t just a band playing loud guitars. I was making [the
music], but I wanted to have that experience even for myself. We heard strange
music in a strange atmosphere.” (Richardson, 50)
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Figure 5. Parking Lot Experiment flyer

But the atmosphere of the garage was not where they wanted to end.
Distribution to their audience was a goal, but the difficulty of achieving that task
was also hard to dismiss. Coyne first wanted to distribute a hundred CDs. Then,
they considered ten. Finally, they settled on four.
While four CDs wound up working for the album, I believe the limitations of
the time are readily apparent, and serve as a basis for working with our current
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technology to produce an experience that pushes the limits that Coyne and
Drozd sought after. The legacy of the album lends credence to the captivating
effect of a spatially designed, experientially unique, and sonically overwhelming
audial event. “It’s impossible to separate the music from the experience of
listening to it,” wrote Richardson, “which makes the album especially compelling.”
(Richardson, 92)
Does it need to live in its format of separated CDs? They thought the
answer of “yes” to be obvious, but it was lost on some. Fans have taken all four
albums and compiled them into a single audio file, effectively destroying the
experience according to Coyne. He dismissed this usage, saying “I still get CDs
sent to me, people saying ‘I put this on my computer and I mixed it all down for
you,’ like they’re doing me a favor. If you put all these tracks together, you take
away really what is its greatest gift, that it’s a fucking unmanageable, you know,
cloud of sound attacking you. If you put it on a disc and listen to it on your
headphones, you’ve taken everything that’s exotic, everything that’s dangerous,
everything that’s kind of interesting away from it.” (Richardson, 97)
I see my research and my production as a continuation of the goals of
Coyne and Drozd. It seeks to push boundaries as Zaireeka did, while in
recognition of both improved and new technologies, to draw out that “Ah!” of the
music nerd that Coyne saw, to find a new avenue for novelty, and to push it
through a path of simplified distribution to ensure a reach towards growing
audiences.
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Albums could be sent out digitally, and set up precisely in the intended
manner of the artist, be this perfection or purposeful lack thereof. The 3D audio
environment would allow the user to experience the music at home, no longer
inhibited by their physical environment or speaker setup. Furthermore, VR offers
the possibility of interaction, allowing the users to “do there” and make the
experience unique, once again acting as a reinvigoration of the live experience.

Auditory Reception
The vigor of the aforementioned live experience stems from a multitude of
factors, but perhaps none so much as that of the auditory reception. Our ears
and minds accomplish so much when interpreting sound that, to craft a project
that will have an auditory influence, it is worth exploring this process.
First and foremost, it should be clarified that when discussing the ear, we
are referring to two separate components: the inner and outer ear. The inner ear
is better understood as that which facilitates the processing of sound, while the
outer ear serves as a funnel of sorts to amplify sound into the ear canal. This
outer ear is referred to as the pinna, or pinnae in its plural form. (Jourdain, 7)
Sound travels into the pinna, through the ear canal, and up against the eardrum.
This pressure wave in air sets about a series of mechanical motions concerning
the ossicles and cochlea that ultimately results in the sound that you “hear”.
While this process can be detailed to an incredible depth, what is of importance
here is how it all relates to our existence in an environment of sound and how we
localize ourselves in it.
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Human beings are quite adept at this process of localization when
compared to most animals, a byproduct of our evolution that allowed us to avoid
predators. It’s odd, even, considering the physical nature of our pinnae. Sound
travels from many directions, but it is interpreted by us at two static points. We
still manage, but it is noteworthy how much of a difference it can make. Deer,
easily startled creatures, use their pinnae as though they were a set of eyes,
twisting and scanning the world around them for sounds. They move
independently, and can orient them in opposite directions to cover an entire 360
degrees. (Jourdain, 21)
With no such ability, humans tilt and turn their heads, thereby relocating
their ears and finding equilibrium of sound. But, in music, such movement’s
purpose would be less strictly defined. In a venue, one stands in a world of
sound. While the musician’s performance barrels out from speakers at the front,
the sounds it emits are bouncing and reverberating off of the walls, ultimately
becoming an entire environment in which one inhabits. What if, then, the
environment was of a grander scale and contained a possibility for physical
exploration and audial discovery?
That is what will hopefully be determined through the VR installation of this
project, drawing as well from what attempts at similar environment recreations
have been made. Conceptually, crafting a piece of recorded audio that replicates
the sound of a 3D environment is not novel, and is known well as binaural
recording. The process itself is surprisingly basic and borrows heavily from how
our ears function as is. A mannequin head, or a head of similar design, is placed
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in the center of a room, with one microphone implanted in each of its fake
pinnae, where it sits at the end of the ear canals, and then the music is recorded.
(See Figure 7) The head’s shape and size acts as a barrier for high frequencies,
produces a delay, and ensures realistic reflections. (Jourdain, 24) The effect
essentially works only when heard through headphones, but what it produces
can be wholly entrancing.

Figure 6. Diagram of the binaural recording process

Part of the appeal, naturally, is determining the source and placing it on an
imagined map around you. It is discovery and it is simulated existence, moving
past our linguistic comprehension of recorded, stereo or mono audio. So, why
stop there? To further discovery and to further simulated existence, one must be
given agency and a sense of self in that world, the very components which Five
Nights of Pan is built upon.
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Development
Five Nights of Pan has gone through a number of variations in prototypes,
reaching its final form due fully to the discoveries and altered visions that came
about from the developments of the ones before it. The project’s scope and
purpose have changed in a manner that should be made evident through the
changes between prototypes.

First Iteration
In its first prototype, Five Nights of Pan was a listening experience
designed in Unity, one meant only to mimic that of a simple listening setup,
wherein I placed two 3D objects: a couch and a bookshelf speaker system. Into
separate files, I split the track “Glaze”, by a group known as Earthly, into its left
and right channels and then assigned each to its respective speaker.
Surrounding the listening area was a psychedelic skybox of space nebulas,
added only to dismiss the bland, generic skybox of new Unity files, and to ensure
that whatever experience was had in this program was not diminished by the
feeling of an incomplete game. (See Figure 7)
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Figure 7. Screenshot of first prototype

To start, a user would don a pair of headphones to ensure optimal sound
quality, and prepare to move throughout the space with a typical WASD
keybinding and mouse set of controls. Upon play, the song would start and the
user could twist their “head” left and right, observing the difference in a simulated
listening environment while walking around with the other controls.
That was it. Simplistic, certainly, but it was a barebones step that
propelled me towards my greatest inspiration, that of Zaireeka and the Flaming
Lips, as I was struck by the possibility of adding as many audio sources to a
Unity file as possible.

Second Iteration
The skeleton of my first iteration remained, though I optimized a bit of it,
smoothing out the player’s movement and lessening the distraction of the skybox
by making it less prominent. After this, I turned my two-speaker setup into one
with eight total, each presented as a pair and positioned around the couch at
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equal distance in each direction. (See Figure 8) Then, each one was assigned a
channel from the album, Zaireeka. As a reminder of what’s written above, this
album is comprised of four CDs, all to be played simultaneously around the
listener. Thus, there were eight total channels to distribute.

Figure 8. Screenshot of second prototype

Upon play, the experience was much like the one before it, just grander. It
offered to me a chance to hear the entirety of the album in a way that I likely
could not otherwise, as I did not own nor had easy access to four speaker
systems and eight speakers at a single time. If this has given me a chance to
experience something otherwise unavailable to me, I thought, then what else was
possible? Could this be taken further?

Third Iteration
Most incentivizing to me was the possibility of actually experiencing
listening experiences that are realistically impossible, for whatever reason it may
be: lack of resources, time, or even space. If, then, the experience were possible,
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how would one near the sensation of true immersion in that simulated moment?
The answer to me was VR, but I was not ready to tackle that challenge just yet.
Instead, I considered one of Wayne Coyne’s initial desires, that listeners of his
album would make the experience their own by moving speakers around or
through any number of technical difficulties that would ultimately result in a
unique hearing each and every time. This possibility of endless change, coupled
with the immersive element of agency in music, led to what became the third
iteration.
Scrapping the disorienting faux-realism of my couch and speakers setup, I
started anew by creating a bright world, contained by a tall, tiled wall and filled
with a number of moderately sized cubes. (See Figure 9) I wanted the cubes to
act as audio sources, but I knew that the listening experience was being inhibited
by the native audio engine in Unity, because its built-in 3D audio effects are
lacking. So, working with an asset by toying with its code in C#, I enhanced the
functionality of the program such that there was simulated binaural listening.
When applied to the audio source, and then additionally formatted and attached
to the audio listener, a user could walk around a single source and hear it as
though it were a static object in the world, one that would contain a noticeable
difference as you passed it left, right, above, and behind. The audio quality was
then to my liking.
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Figure 9. Screenshot of third prototype

With multiple cubes and audio sources, I also desired to eliminate player
confusion by signifying from which cube an audio track was emitting. Using
another C# script, I added a minor audio visualizer element, by having the cubes
shift colors in response to changing frequencies.
With it all set up properly, I filled the scene with six cubes, each with an
element from a six-track song. (See Figure 10) Players could, once again,
maneuver around the space to hear the overlapping sounds differently, though
with yet another added element of interactions. The cubes could be picked up
and moved around, granting the user an ability to morph the spatial composition,
just as was desired by Coyne for his album.
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Figure 10. Screenshot of third prototype

In many ways, I had accomplished what I had set out to do. User testing
was positive, and the message was getting across with minimal instruction.
However, I had not yet worked with Virtual Reality, and I believed that to be
necessary in proving my point that a new technology was affording artists and
musicians an opportunity to create experimental listening experiences and then
actually reach their audiences.

Fourth Iteration
To VR it was, then, and I spent weeks learning the workings of the HTC
Vive. I chose the Vive as my VR vessel due to its offering of greater agency than
any other set. It included headtracking, interaction with virtual controllers, and
physical locomotion within a designated play area. Interactive Vive experiences
such as Tilt Brush, were a large inspiration at this stage, seeing as it offered a
grand deal of interaction, after which the player could walk around and marvel at
their creation. (See Figure 11)
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Figure 12. Google’s Tilt Brush

Once learned, it became clear that my previous prototype was not
optimized for VR, and that there was certainly a better way to go about creating a
proper environment. This thought resulted in an extremely large terrain over
which the player would be able to move. (See Figure 12) However, because of
the range of space, it was impossible for the user to cover all of the ground within
their play area. To combat this, I wrote yet another C# script that offered
teleportation as a means of virtual locomotion. Users could then hold the trigger
on their controller, point a laser at where they wanted to go, and then release the
trigger to be sent to that location within an instant. This was crucial to my
development, as it seemed that all of my boundaries of creation had dissipated.
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Figure 12. Screenshot of fourth prototype

I placed little sections throughout the new terrain: a pond surrounded by
musical mushrooms, a looming, ominous tree that emitted a deep, ambient tone,
and a set of basic geometric figures that were similar to my previous prototype.
(See Figure 13) Creating it as I saw fit, I began to question the need for agency
other than movement and forewent adding player interaction. Upon presenting
this to others, it became clear that my message was now lost. It appeared simply
to be a game with sounds in it, something with no amount of novelty. The agency
needed to return.
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Figure 13. Screenshot of fourth prototype

Fifth Iteration
Following that last realization, I saw the path necessary for my project. I
scrapped the overwhelming terrain for a moderately sized one, employed
aesthetically pleasing visual design, and brought the idea back closer to my initial
goal.
Surrounding the player now were five trees, each unique in look and
located such that they formed a pentagonal star, one the could provide a number
of sound overlapping possibilities. Each tree contained a single audio source that
acted as the “heart” of a song. This audio element is forever placed in that
location. Surrounding the tree are cubes, harkening back to the previous
iterations. These cubes contain the various other elements of that particular
song. This, fully, is to say that there are five total songs, one at each tree, with
multiple interactive elements at each one that can be moved to alter the
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experience. Cubes can be moved to other trees, changing the overlapping
elements of each track. Then, the user is free to explore and discover the sonic
world of their unique creation. (See Figure 14)

Figure 14. Screenshot of fifth prototype

It symbolizes an EP of sorts, in that it contains the elements of a five track
record, all of its musical concepts and directions, but they are broken from the
cage of a stereo recording. All of the swirling sonic ideas that may be present at
any time in a song’s creation now exist in a world for the user to interact with.
(See Figure 15) It is a journey, an exploration of the creative process. In these
ways, the discovery and novelty that I sought after came close to being achieved,
but something still felt wrong. It took an experience at a concert to remind me of
my project’s purpose and potential, ultimately leading to what became my final
prototype.
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Figure 15. Screenshot of fifth prototype

Sixth and Final Iteration
What became so apparently needed was a validation of the supplemental
audio sources. It no longer seemed enough to simply house multiple tracks in a
single environment and hope for there to be a novel experience. Instead, I
needed to draw on the joy of the live experience.
I thought of drum circles and coliseums - the former being one of purpose
behind multiple audio sources while the latter served as a stage, wherein the
performers would now be the ones in the stands while the listener stands in the
middle. I arranged five levels of sounds, each one with four audio sources. There
are then sixteen cubes this time and they all belong to the same “song”. (See
Figure 16)
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Figure 16. Screenshot of sixth prototype

Cubes can still be reorganized, and the users can still teleport around the
“coliseum” as a means of locomotion. The aesthetic became a mixture of the
previous two prototypes, utilizing a skybox of psychedelic elements while keeping
the appearance of a false nature with the use of five trees. (See Figure 17)

Figure 17. Screenshot of sixth prototype

The music was crafted in Ableton Live by creating sixteen separate tracks,
each composed of looping, percussive elements. They turn on and off in time
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with the overall composition, adding to the variance of the heard music. The song
was recorded at 85 BPM and optimized with a 4/4 time signature to ensure
proper overlapping of sounds.
Ultimately, this final prototype contains all of what I sought for, if only as a
proof of concept. The music is all connected, giving purpose to the number of
sources; the agency is there, but not to the point of giving too much control; and
the environment serves to enhance the sense of wonder and discovery. Herein, I
see evidence of spatial audio’s potential in VR.

Conclusion
Through the iterations of sounds, skins, settings, and more, I came
closer to accepting the final name of this effort, Five Nights of Pan. It is a
reference to the spiritual system of Thelema, and to the mystical state within it,
known as Night of Pan, which represents ego-death, or a loss of subjective selfidentity. This state can be understood as a shedding away of one’s skin, to exist
as something that they are not, and to observe the surrounding world from a
new, confounding perspective. I was drawn early to this concept and saw it as a
fitting namesake for my project, as it has undergone changes of identity over
time, but all ones that seek for an immersive experience outside of oneself.
The academic elements of this project served to justify its most valuable
elements, namely the implementation of agency in a VR environment and the
utilization of spatial audio. As made evident, the findings concerning these
elements held true that the desired experience of immersion is garnered through
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such implementations. These findings were then synthesized with the
examination of the culture and evolution surrounding how humans experience
music, what drives them to it, and where it may go from here.
The intent to implement a simulated spatial audial design of a musical
composition into a virtual world was found to be possible, thus making evident
the disintegrated boundaries of design that would previously hinder the possibility
of creating experimental, spatial musical creations and the chance of distributing
it to a larger public.
Through scholastic research, comparative analysis, and user testing, the
potential for novel audial design was examined with the burgeoning technology
behind VR. The rounded conclusion drawn from the production of Five Nights of
Pan is that this medium has its merits as a new avenue for musicians and other
artists to craft immersive spatial audio experiences in a manner that was
previously unattainable.

Future Plans
Throughout discussions and testing surrounding Five Nights of Pan, I’ve
consistently seen this project as a proof, one that will hopefully serve as an
inspiration and lead towards the production of similar experiences by other
musicians and artists. With no control over who may pick up the reins, however, I
look towards what I may improve to better show my intent before open sourcing
this project.
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There’s much to be desired, concerning my visual design. It works for
now, but I would prefer to incorporate aesthetic elements that better tie in to that
of the music. It all feels like a means to an end that I would be inclined to labor
over if I had the time. Eventually, this will all be customizable by the user.
Secondly, I would tweak the functionality. Everything has been built over
the course of a single semester, and the VR functionality was only started over
the final month. Everything surrounding my project had to be learned during the
process, including Unity, C#, and the HTC Vive. I feel more comfortable with all
of them now, but still see how much more there is to learn and how much my
program could be improved, including: better locomotion, controller interactions,
and event design.
Thirdly, I want to experiment with other forms of interaction. I see this
project as only improving when the level of agency is increased. Five Nights of
Pan is about discovery and immersion, so I hope to give the user as much of a
chance to experience this as possible.
Finally, I am aiming to design new music, as I believe that iteration in all
areas will lead to a better creation. The final choices for audio were all designed
once the program was built and I could throw sounds into the world to test them
out. With more time to experiment, I hope to arrive at more fitting music, much in
the way Wayne Coyne tinkered with his sounds in the Parking Lot Experiments.
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